
I. College Days and Perfect Prey 

I smelled grass and grass. 

By that I mean I smelled a freshly cut lawn and an eighth of weed being smoked by 

our next door neighbor.  

That’s Kennedy State University for you. 

We’re just rich enough to where we have nice lawns for college houses, but just 

poor enough that no one outside the state gives a damn.  

Being a fourth year as an engineer definitely evokes mixed feelings. All of my 

friends are clinking glasses celebrating their “senior year” while I clinked glasses 

with them celebrating yet another co-op.  

Luckily however, all of my best friends were “fivers”, the utterly unoriginal 

nickname we bestowed upon ourselves to give our academic drudgery some kind 

of meaning. We were in for the long haul together.  

Most all I was thankful to be part of it with my best friends and roommates Ricky 

Torres and Seamus Clark. 

Ricky had been my best friend since childhood. To say we were “nerds” would be 

completely underselling it; we were to nerds what nerds are to regular people. We 

were both wiry, thin and thin with glasses. He at least had the redeeming feature of 

the tan complexion and hazel eyes granted to him by his Hispanic heritage. I, on 

the other hand, had the type of complexion that meant I literally glowed under a 

blacklight.  

Luckily we both grew to be 5' 11" and varsity soccer forwards, which meant that 

ladies naturally found our "nerdiness" more attractive and we lived out the last two 

years of high school in relative social luxury.  

We met Seamus our freshman year at KSU. Seamus moved from England when he 

was only 3, spoke without a trace of an accent, and preferred chicken wings to 

meat pies. But he dressed (and looked) like a European rugby player.  



He had a shock of blonde hair and a face that blushed far too easily. I would make 

fun him for it, except that his baby face was attached to a barrel chest and on either 

side of that lay arms that could crush a bear. 

And my god could the bastard drink. 

4 pints of lager and he could hit on and pick up any girl at the bar. 6 pints and he 

would fight anyone. We used to go our favorite bar and tell the bartender to keep 

serving Seamus until ‘something got fucked, or something got fucked up’ and only 

be half joking.  

“This is it mate, it’s the home stretch!” he exclaimed, clapping a spade sized hand 

way too hard on my shoulder.  

Technically wrong, but I appreciated the sentiment.  

That was 2 months ago. Even in that short span, the shtick had grown old. 

Class, work, homework, Netflix, cry (I’m a sensitive soul), sleep. 

Class, work, homework, Netflix, cry (fine I’m kind of a pussy), sleep. 

Class, work, homework, Netflix, sex, cry (fine, it’s a problem), sleep. 

I loved what I did in school, don’t get me wrong. 

Both my parents were smart as hell and extraordinarily driven. So I guess brains 

were built into my genetics. That, along with the ability to grow a handlebar 

mustache in 2 weeks flat (thanks dad . . . or mom?). 

I could study physics till my eyes fell out. I love it so much that I would have 

learned braille solely to prepare for the unlikely circumstance, in which my eyes 

would say, 

“Au revoir, you insane shit!” before packing their bags and heading for greener 

pastures. 

Homework was more of the same, Netflix was fantastic, and sex was kind of a coin 

flip depending on how drunk I was.  

But I hated working at the Pack Shack.  



The Pack Shack has an interesting (and somewhat criminal) history behind its 

name.  

The explanation on the tourism brochures is that since we are the Kennedy State 

Hounds and hounds roam in “packs” and KSU students often went there to eat and 

drink, the “Pack Shack” was a fitting name. Then all the parents would have a 

good laugh and eat the shitty orientation food.  

Just kidding! Well, kind of.  

The unofficial explanation is that that back in the 90’s when people listened to 

grunge music for no other reason than they were bored, the shack was used to pack 

and distribute heroin. KSU was ten minutes across the river from Steinport, famous 

for having one of the few domestic automobile plants left and a booming drug 

trade (no relation). 

Figuring that a fairly clean cut college campus would never be suspected of 

harboring a heroin packing den in the back room, the local sharks opened up a 

mediocre grill and started packing bricks. 12 years later, the cops finally busted 

them and the place was renovated into the Pack Shack. 

And that’s where I was a waiter. The irony of the name of my employer was that 

most college kids tip like addicts.  

Don’t get me wrong; I made good money. We were always busy and the food was 

priced high enough where the good tippers made up for the bad ones. Even in an 

awful week, I’d walk home with a check between $300 – 400. 

But still, I felt . . . powerless. 

I guess I’m supposed to feel empowered that I supposedly control my income, but I 

don’t. I could give the best head a patron has ever gotten and slash all the prices by 

half and still get a garbage tip. And a mouthful of spunk, but that’s completely 

beside the point. 

And it’s prostitution. 

I am at the mercy of wayward lost souls and borderline alcoholics for my 

paycheck.  



I desperately wanted some measure of control. I couldn’t take two more years of 

having people tell me when to work, when to stop, and how much I would get paid 

regardless of how hard I work.  

And yeah I loved engineering, but the thought of being 60k a year to build multi-

million dollar structures seemed like a bit of a robbery. 

I wanted something different.  

Those words would haunt me for the next couple years. 

Our group of friends met Ryan Landen near the end of our first semester.  

Now, I wouldn’t necessarily call Ryan a “douche”, I’m just saying he used so 

much hair product that the cast of Jersey Shore would give him the eye roll in a 

club.  

I wouldn’t necessarily call Ryan a “tool”, I'm just saying Hitler’s ghost posted his 

Facebook picture with the caption “the root of all evil”, I’m pretty sure we’d give 

him a pass. 

I wouldn’t necessarily call Ryan an “unpleasant cretin”, I’m just saying if he was 

dating Nicole Brown Simpson when OJ got off, white people would have 

celebrated too. 

I wouldn’t necessarily call Ryan a “piece of shit”, I’m just saying that he 

accidentally walked onto the set of a toilet bowl cleaner commercial and the 

director decided to leave him in. 

We got roped into a group project with him in our engineering class. He was 

competent at solving the equations which was all we needed, but he kept doing this 

weird thing where he insisted on injecting himself into our social lives.  

“Hey where y’all going?” he asked as we all filed out of the lecture hall. 

To get some pizza with people we like I thought. Only the first half of that sentence 

actually came out.  



So there we were, eating a supreme deep dish pie with a kid who dressed like a 

90’s coming of age comedy more than a college student. I heard “bro” and “dude” 

and “mayne” dropped in ways that would make Dane Cook flinch. 

Then something weird happened. 

“Ey bro (we shuddered) check this out!” 

He walked over to the next table where two cute blondes were sitting. They were 

clearly a year or two younger than us; we knew this because they didn’t get the 

memo that you didn’t have to dress up to grab pizza at 8 o’clock on a Tuesday.  

Ryan walked over and began dropping his catch phrases and using elaborate hand 

gestures to communicate with the two ladies. I’m sure he thought he was being 

smooth. 

We thought differently. 

“What do you think he’s trying to do?” I asked our table in a low hush. 

“He looks like an excommunicated witch doctor trying to make rain,” said Seamus. 

“He looks like he's acting out Saving Private Ryan for the hearing impaired," 

Ricky offered. 

We all snorted. 

"Hey guys, meet Shelby and Ashley!" 

We looked up incredulously.  

Standing there were two overdressed and blonde co-eds alongside the most hated 

member of our impromptu get together. Their smiles seemed genuine, so they 

hadn't been coerced into interacting with us. I assumed that in the two minutes 

Ryan had been talking to them he couldn't have taken their families hostage. 

That day we discovered that Ryan Landen, douche tool extraordinaire, had game. 

And that he felt, as a "brother", he should share his riches with us. So we let him 

into our inner circle. 

That was the first mistake we made.  


